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CA Technologies Announces "Day One" Support for IBM z14 to Deliver a System of Trust
Advanced innovation gives joint customers increased security, scalability and flexibility to adapt and respond faster to
changing business demands
NEW YORK--(BUSINESS WIRE)-- CA Technologies (NASDAQ:CA) today announced "Day One" support for IBM's z14 for
key CA mainframe solutions. CA's solutions leverage the new z14 platform to greatly decrease the threat surface associated
with data breaches where there is degradation of performance associated with increased encryption needs.
"IBM's customers are leveraging their mainframe investments to support new workloads for areas such as Big Data, IoT,
blockchain, machine learning and cloud services," said Ross Mauri, general manager, IBM Z. "Our partnership with CA
affords customers the opportunity to advance their businesses with solutions designed for digital trust, speed and usability
at scale on the IBM z14."
Data-centric security and privacy meet pervasive encryption
There are new regulations that are swiftly coming into play, such as the EU-US Privacy Shield agreement and European
Union General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), that focus on data privacy. From finding and classifying to protecting
and alerting, IBM and CA collectively provide unified enterprise security that helps increase an organization's compliance
structure across new and existing mainframes.
CA Data Content Discovery (CA DCD) supports and complements the new z14's pervasive encryption capability by
identifying where sensitive data is stored and classifying that data to be more selective on how and who can access which
data. And, as data is shared and exchanged with third parties, CA DCD adds controls for sensitive data-in-motion.
Blockchain - the next transactional system of record
Customers are increasingly adopting blockchain to transform many industries with new distributed business models. With its
unique security characteristics, such as hardware-attached FIPS 140-2 level 4 encryption or tamper proof secure
containers, and its scalability requirements, the mainframe is increasingly the platform of choice for organizations to scale
from their distributed ledger proof-of-concept to production-grade implementations.
"z14 is a system of trust, and when combined with CA's standards-based approach to blockchain services, it offers usability,
speed, data-centric security and enterprise scale," said Ashok Reddy, general manager, Mainframe, CA Technologies.
"This is important when implementing blockchain, as ultimately it is an internet of trust consisting of a set of applications that
support digital identity management relating to personally identifiable information (PII), big data and the IoT."
CA works with financial services, insurance and retail customers and is engaged in the Hyperledger project to deliver faster
time to market and increased operational management of Blockchain implementations.
Real-time Machine Learning & Artificial Intelligence
With more than 70 percent of corporate data on mainframes, the IBM z14 is the platform of choice for real-time machine
learning and AI. When combined with CA's predictive intelligent automation services, IBM's z14 will enable customers to
operate their mission critical services to consistently meet or exceed SLA requirements.
CA Mainframe Operational Intelligence is included in the recently published Forrester Landscape: Cognitive Operations*.
According to a Forrester report co-authored by Mike Gualtieri, vice president, principal analyst serving application
development and delivery professionals, "AIOps primarily focuses on applying machine learning algorithms to create selflearning - and potentially self-healing - applications and infrastructure."
To learn more about CA's Day One support for IBM z14 and a list of supported products, click here.
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Video: System of Trust: the new z14 platform for enriched data protection



Blog: A system built for trust

* "Vendor Landscape: Cognitive Operations" - Cognitive Ops Is the AI Version Of IT Ops Management And Application
Performance Management, Forrester Research, Inc., by Eveline Oehrlich, Mike Gualtieri, and Milan Hanson, August 25,
2017
About CA Technologies
CA Technologies (NASDAQ:CA) creates software that fuels transformation for companies and enables them to seize the
opportunities of the application economy. Software is at the heart of every business in every industry. From planning, to
development, to management and security, CA is working with companies worldwide to change the way we live, transact,
and communicate - across mobile, private and public cloud, distributed and mainframe environments. Learn more
at www.ca.com.
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